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When my father was in college he had a conversation with his peer that caused him to 

create what he calls the dumbest piece of art he’s ever made. During a critique in one of his 

sculpture classes, my father's fellow student turned to him and stated, “James, you always do 

the easiest thing you can think of to make a pretty thing.” He decided to do the exact opposite, 

he did the hardest thing he could think of to make an ugly thing. He made a brick of dirt. 

 

 

This story reminded me of a question we talked about in class, do the artist's intentions 

have any effect on the value of an art piece. When I asked my dad what the intentions of his art 

piece were, he told me that he only created the block of dirt to make the boy who questioned his 

art angry. There was no deeper message and it wasn’t a commentary on a world issue. Some 

art critics would say that because his intentions lacked complexity that the art he created wasn’t 

good. However, some would argue that there is a flaw in that statement’s core. Other believe 

that the viewers help make a work complex. Art is a flexible way of knowing. It is a medium that 
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acts as a mirror, the viewer molds the art to be what they need the art to be. The variety of 

meanings that the viewers give the art piece is what gives the art complexity. When an artist’s 

displays a work, they need to be conscious of the variety of different meanings people are 

responding with. In a way, this makes the artist partially responsible for every viewer’s meaning, 

even if that meaning is radically different from the original intent. W.K Wimsatt and Monroe 

Beardsley believed that the artist’s intentions did not affect the worth of the art at all. They 

believed that when viewers know and understand the artist’s intentions it distracts them from the 

physical work. They described this idea by comparing art to a dessert. They stated that when 

you try a dessert the intentions of the chef don’t affect the taste. The same goes for art. 

Considering the intentions of an artist’s work cloud the judgement of the viewer and prevent 

them from impartially judging the value of the piece. When my father displayed his block of dirt 

outside the seeds left inside begin to sprout grass. When people viewed it, they began to think it 

represented our environment or had a deeper message about how humans treat the earth. 

When my father talks about it now he says that he’s really proud of all of the effort he put into 

making the block and thinks it turned into a beautiful piece of art. The new meanings that arose 

from different people viewing it added to its beauty. If the viewers knew my fathers true 

intentions it would distract them and stop them from objectively analyzing and assessing his 

piece. Artist’s intentions can take away from the value of a work and therefore are not as 

important as the messages the viewers assign it.  


